CISA and INL Releases Commercial Routing Assistance (CRA) Tool

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and Idaho National Laboratory (INL) have deployed a capability tool for truckers, logistical professionals and other commercial drivers in the U.S. to better understand restrictions that they may come across as they travel throughout the country. CISA has asked TRALA and other logistics and trucking organizations to pass along this information to its members to help with the delivery of goods.

The Commercial Routing Assistance (CRA) tool incorporates various data, plans multiple routing options, and analyzes a range of state regulations and actions that drivers may encounter while driving along a route. The CRA allows commercial operators to plan vehicle movements across multiple states quickly, which would be especially helpful to drivers during emergencies.

You may view the CRA Fact Sheet by clicking here.

For more information and to access the Commercial Routing Assistance (CRA) tool landing tool please click here.

Please contact TRALA’s Elizabeth Hyers at ehyers@trala.org or Andrew Stasiowksi at astasiowksi@trala.org with any questions or if you need additional information.